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Constrained Navigation with Mandatory Waypoints in Uncertain Environment

François Lucas, Christophe Guettier, Patrick Siarry, Anne-Marie Milcent, Arnaud de La Fortelle

Abstract—This paper presents a hybrid solving method for vehicle path planning problems. As part of the vehicle system architecture (vetronic), planning is dynamic and has to be activated on-line, which requires response times to be compatible with mission execution. The proposed approach combines constraint solving techniques with an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). The hybridization relies on a static probing technique which builds up a search strategy using a distance information between problem variables and a heuristic solution. Various forms of this approach are compared and evaluated on real world scenarios. Preliminary results exhibit response times close to vehicle control requirements, on realistic problem instances.
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1. Introduction

Path planning has been a major challenge for decades. It comes up in various fields such as mobile robot mission planning where the itinerary to a goal must be minimized, video games where character trajectory determination must fit with reactivity demands or logistics where complex resource management problems can directly affect company profits.

This paper focuses on the problem of constrained navigation with mandatory waypoints in uncertain environment. We are considering the case of a military vehicle on mission, which is given a final goal and a list of intermediate objectives to reach, whose sequence is not defined. Several constraints have to be taken into account: overall mission time, itinerary length, energy consumption, coordination with other vehicles, etc. Military mission planning has been so far considered separately from navigation issues and defined at mission preparation time. However, with modern on-board hardware and communication architecture (called vetronic), mission uncertainty can be managed on-line. In particular, it is possible to provide planning alternatives when contingencies occur.

The goal is to provide driver decision support by advising the best route to follow under specified mission constraints. System efficiency criteria are solution optimality and reactivity: it must bring the best solution in execution times close to that of human reflexes. This application can be extended to unmanned vehicles, where navigation plans must be updated whenever mission objectives change, the environment evolves significantly or the expected amount of resources is not sufficient. In this paper, we present a new hybrid approach mixing a complete constraint solving with a metaheuristic-based guiding method. Experiments made on representative problems (urban or open environment) show interesting performances.

The problem is described formally in section 2. Section 3 summarizes recent state of the art in the different research fields. The proposed approach is detailed in section 4 and tested in section 5, where results are analyzed.

2. Problem Formulation and Modeling

2.1. The problem

The problem consists in finding a path from the current vehicle location to an objective waypoint. Intermediate mandatory waypoints can be imposed to fulfill secondary objectives. According to the user experience, two kinds of plan optimization are interesting: minimizing overall duration and maximizing mission safety. However, various other operational metrics can be imposed as hard constraints. In the following, we will consider only the vehicle energy as an additional constraint.

This problem is halfway between several well-known instances of the literature:

- **Optimal path finding**, for which the problem is to find a fast, efficient and economic method to connect two points in a graph;
- **Travelling Salesman Problem** (TSP) which is the problem of finding the less expensive hamiltonian cycle over a series of nodes in a compact graph;
- **Vehicle Routing Problem** (VRP) where costs (distance, time) of multi-vehicle routing with capacity constraints must be optimized;
Constraint Satisfaction Problems where the goal is to find correct assignments to problem variables satisfying a set of constraints.

When relaxing operational constraints, our vehicle navigation problem complexity is NP-hard in worst cases as it can be reduced in polynomial time to a TSP. The core difficulty is to find the optimal sequence of mandatory waypoints to visit with near real-time performances, despite a realistic problem size.

2.2. Example

As an illustrative example, let us consider the following situation inspired from a real case (figure 1). During mission execution, the planner has only a partial awareness of its environment. The knowledge horizon is determined by direct ground observation, but additional knowledge can also be provided by vehicle team, sensor networks or external surveillance systems. White dots and lines represent waypoints and feasible paths between waypoints respectively. Black dots and dashed lines represent waypoints and uncertain paths that are situated beyond the observability horizon. Arrows show lines that continue beyond the limits of the picture. Lastly, one or more waypoints may be imposed along the vehicle route.

2.3. Basic constraints

In our problem, we need to represent the ground topography of the vehicle area of interest. A graph model is used to represent the space of possible paths, where vertices are geographical points (for example crossroads) and edges are progression axes (for example a road or a meadow) that can be taken by vehicles. They are determined before the beginning of the mission using roadmaps, digital terrain models and UAV or satellite observations.

Formally, the graph $G$ is defined as a couple $G = (V, E)$ where $V$ is the set of vertices and $E$ is the set of edges. $V_m$ is a subset of $V$ that represents the set of mandatory waypoints. A valid path starts from vertex $v_{start}$ and reaches vertex $v_{end}$ after having passed through all mandatory waypoints. A set $\Phi$ of variables $\varphi_e \in \{0, 1\}$ is defined, where each variable is associated to an edge $e$ in order to model a possible path from $v_{start}$ to $v_{end}$. An edge $e$ does not belong to a feasible path when $\varphi_e = 0$. This is formulated as the following constraint, where $\omega(v)$ represents the set of incoming and outgoing edges of vertex $v$ (incoming for $\omega^-$, outgoing for $\omega^+$). The graph is undirected, so that $\omega^+(v) = \omega^-(v)$ for each $v \in V$:

$$\sum_{e \in \omega^-(v_{start})} \varphi_e = 1, \quad \sum_{e \in \omega^+(v_{end})} \varphi_e = 1, \quad \forall v \in V \setminus \{v_{start}, v_{end}\}, \quad \sum_{e \in \omega^-(v)} \varphi_e = \sum_{e \in \omega^+(v)} \varphi_e \leq 1 \quad (1)$$

Nodes $v_{start}$ and $v_{end}$ represent current position and primary objective for the vehicle respectively. Equation (2) ensures path connectivity and unicity while equation (1) imposes limit conditions on path start and end. These constraints give a linear chain alternating positions and mobility actions along the graph.

2.4. Capability metrics

Assuming a given date $D_v$ associated with a position $v$, we are using a path length formulation (3) often considered in Operational Research (OR) [1]. Variable $D_v$ expresses the time at which the vehicle reaches position $v$ (see example in figure 2).

$$\sum_{e \in \omega^-(v)} D_e \varphi_e = D_v, \quad \forall v \in V \setminus \{v_{start}, v_{end}\}, \quad \sum_{e \in \omega^+(v)} D_e \varphi_e = D_v$$

Nodes $v_{start}$ and $v_{end}$ represent current position and primary objective for the vehicle respectively. Equation (2) ensures path connectivity and unicity while equation (1) imposes limit conditions on path start and end. These constraints give a linear chain alternating positions and mobility actions along the graph.

Fig. 1. Example of alternative paths for a ground vehicle horizon, and corresponding to the line of sight of a cooperating Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
Assuming that constants $d_{(v,v')}$ represent the time taken to perform a movement from location $v$ to $v'$, we have:

$$\forall v \in V, \quad D_v = \sum_{(v,v') \in \omega(v)} \varphi_{(v,v')}(D_v + d_{(v,v')})$$

Constants $d_{(v,v')}$ are critical decision variables in the problem and make constraints (3) non-linear. Finally, the mission schedule can be represented as $\Delta = \{(v, D_v) \mid v \in V, \ D_v > 0\}$. An equivalent constraint-based formulation is also used for other mission metrics (figure 2), such as energy or capacity.

2.5. The challenges

In traditional architecture design, the notion of fast reactivity is itemized as a system requirement. However, as described above, our problem is TSP-like and consequently of NP complexity. To keep tractability, the number of mandatory waypoints must remain realistic: on mission, rarely more than a ten of waypoints are imposed. In addition, in our approach, on-line planning is solved over a limited horizon from the current vehicle position. It corresponds to the terrain on which the vehicle has enough detailed information to characterise its tractability. Therefore, the number of mandatory waypoints is relatively small. They correspond to short-term objectives or narrow manoeuvres executed by the vehicle.

Note that if a plan cannot be quickly solved, the vehicle may stop if this is possible. It is an ultimate solution that is not satisfactory from an operational point of view. Finally, due to on-line processing resources, computation load, memory usage and response time must be reduced as much as possible.

In the following, we present how a new hybrid approach, that mixes a complete method with a metaheuristic pre-processing mechanism, delivers compliant performances over real-case scenarios.

3. State of the Art

3.1. Mission Planners

3.1.1. Generic planners

Much research has been carried out on generic planning problems, often motivated by mission preparation in defense area. Domain-independent planners [2] and formalisms such as PDDL 2.0 [3] have emerged to tackle these complex problems. The related search methods can be complemented by pre-processing or dedicated heuristics to fit specific domain problems. However, these approaches may not match on-line requirements of reactive embedded systems.

3.1.2. Domain-dependent planners

Much research has been done for both military or civilian purposes, relying on specific planning frameworks such as Hierarchical Task Network (HTN)[4]. Some specific planning techniques fulfill on-line requirements, such as in [5], but may not encompass the spectrum of operational constraints.

3.1.3. CP planners

Constraint solving in planning has been integrated into various frameworks: this is the case of Ix-TeT [6] and HSTS [7]. In Reactive Model-based Programming Language (RMPL) [8], an evolution of Concurrent Constraint (CC) languages, the same paradigm is used to dynamically constrain planning representations of one or more remote agents.

3.2. Operational Research

Our problem can be considered using OR algorithms, based on flow models. As explained in section 2.1, it can be relaxed as a TSP, for which numerous algorithms have been proposed. Firstly, it can be tackled with a deterministic approach (see [1] for example). Local search methods have also been widely used for TSP problems [9]. To solve larger TSP problem instances, where deterministic approaches may take exponential time to solve, new metaheuristics have been developed. The most renown algorithms are Simulated Annealing [10], Genetic Algorithms [11] and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [12], for which various versions exist.

Most of CP frameworks are useful to design hybrid search techniques, by integrating OR and Linear Programming algorithms [13]. However, only a few ones such as [14], have explored on-line planning requirements.

3.3. Optimal path planning

A large number of heuristic-based search methods have been developed, mainly on the basis of the well-known A* [15]. Research has been done on memory size limitation [16], often on the principle of iterative-deepening searches [17]. Memory saving conditions are another family [18] that allow deleting the less interesting evaluated states. Others are dealing with the problem of anytime solution availability [19] to face situations with uncertain execution time. Finally, much work has been done to tackle dynamic and uncertain environments. Two families have emerged: incremental heuristic searches and real-time heuristic searches. Their properties are significantly different. Incremental searches consider the whole environment, and are optimal: to be efficient, they reuse information from previous searches. If a contingency occurs, propagation methods allow to update information and to prevent from reconsidering the entire problem. The most optimized incremental search algorithm is currently Dynamic FSA* [20]. On the other hand, real-time heuristic searches use a different approach by considering only a local portion of the environment. They are consequently suboptimal but very efficient on highly dynamic problem instances. Most recent works are hierarchical methods [21].

---

**Fig. 2.** Illustrating a path with pass-by dates over a graph of locations and progression axes.
4. Proposed Method

4.1. Global Solving

The global solving techniques use a Constraint Programming (CP) framework which combines a high level of expressiveness and powerful constraint solving techniques. The \( \{0,1\} \) flow problem (see formulas (1) and (2)) is expressed with variables and arithmetical constraints. The formulation can support multiple distance metrics over paths, even non-linear ones (formula (3)). This approach is very interesting to represent tactical mobility (positions, progression axes, objectives, visibility . . . ), and vehicle abilities (fuel, trafficability . . . ). Problem formulation and global solving method have been implemented with the \( \text{CLP}(FD) \) domain of SICStus Prolog library. It uses state-of-the-art in discrete constrained optimization techniques:

- Arc Consistency-5 (AC-5) [22] for constraint propagation, that is managed by \( \text{CLP}(FD) \) predicates. When a variable domain get reduced, AC propagates domain variables until a fixed point is reached.
- Variable filtering with correct values, using specific labelling predicates to instantiate problem domain variables. AC being incomplete, value filtering guarantees the search completeness.
- Tree search with standard backtracking when variable instantiation fails.
- Branch and Bound (B&B) for cost optimization, using \text{minimize} predicate.

The global solving techniques under consideration guarantee search completeness, solution optimality and proof of optimality. Designing a good solving method consists in finding the right variables ordering and values filtering, using domain or generic heuristic, and in general implemented with some specific labelling predicates.

Other possibilities exist to reinforce global solving. Arc consistency can integrate domain-specific consistency rules, while global optimization can be improved in many ways (generating bounds, branch and cut, branch and price, iterative deepening, . . . ). These techniques are not in the scope of the probing hybridization described in this paper.

4.2. The Probing Method

4.2.1. Overview

The goal of hybridizing global solving with stochastic approaches is to save the number of backtracks and to quickly focus the search towards good solutions. It consists in designing the tree search according to problem structure, revealed by the probe.

The idea is to use the prober to statically order problem variables, as a pre-processing. Instead of dynamic probing with tentative values such as in [23], this search strategy uses a static prober which orders problem variables to explore according to the relaxed solution properties. Then, the solving follows a standard CP search strategy, combining variable filtering, AC-5 and B&B.

As shown in figure 3, the probing technique proceeds in three steps (the three blocks on the left). The first one is to establish the solution to the relaxed problem. As a reference, we can for example compute the shortest path between starting and ending vertices, abstracting away mandatory waypoints. The next step is to establish a minimal distance \( \delta(v) \) between any problem variable and the solution to the relaxed problem. This step can be formally described as follows. Let \( V_i \subset V \) be the set of vertices that belong to the relaxed solution. The distance is given by the following evaluation:

\[
\forall v \in V, \delta(v) = \min_{v' \in V_i} \min_{\text{distance}(v, v')} \tag{4}
\]

where the distance is the number of vertices between \( v \) and \( v' \). The last step uses the resulting partial order to sort problem variables in ascending order. At the global solving level the relaxed solution is useless, but problem variables are explored following this order.

4.2.2. Interests

Two interesting probe properties can be highlighted:

- \text{probe complexity}: since computation of minimum distance is polynomial between a vertex and any node is polynomial thanks to Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford algorithms, the resulting probe construction complexity is still polynomial in worst cases. The complexity of quicksort can in practice be neglected (see below for further details).
- \text{probe completeness}: since the probe does not remove any value from variable domains and the set of problem variables remains unchanged, the probe still guarantees global solving completeness.

Complexity analysis. Let \( \gamma \) be the cardinality of \( V_i \) and \( n \) the one of \( V \). The complexity of probe construction is:

- worst case performance: \( O(n^3) \);
- average case performance: \( O(\gamma.n.\log(n)) \).

Sketch of the proof. The probing method first determines the minimal distance between all vertices \( v' \in V' \) where \( V' = V \setminus V_i \) and any vertex \( v_j \in V_i \). A Dijkstra algorithm run over a vertex \( v_j \) allows to compute the distance to any point of \( V' \) with \( O(n.\log(n)) \) worst case complexity where \( n \) is the number of nodes in \( V \). This has to be run over each vertex of \( V_i \) and a comparison with previous computed values must be done for every vertex \( v' \), to keep the lowest one. Thus, the resulting complexity is \( O(\gamma.n.\log(n)) \). Variables must finally be sorted with a quicksort-like algorithm. The worst case complexity of this sort is \( O(n^2) \) but is generally computed in \( O(n.\log(n)) \).
(average case performance). Hence, the worst case complexity of the probing method is \( O(n^2) \), but in practice behaves in \( \max(O(n), \log(n)), O(n, \log(n)) = O(n, \log(n)) \).

### 4.2.3. Pseudocode

Algorithm 1 synthesizes probe construction mechanisms. Firstly, a vector \( L_d \) of size \( n \) (being the number of nodes in \( V \)) is created and initialized with infinite values. At the end of the execution, it will contain a value associated to each vertex, corresponding to the minimal distance between this vertex and the solution to the relaxed problem. To do so, a Dijkstra algorithm is run over each node of the solution. During a run, distances are evaluated and replaced in \( L_d \) if lower than the existing value (in the pseudocode, comparisons are made at the end of a run for easier explanation). Once minimal distances are all computed, they are used to rank the set of vertices \( V \) in ascending order (to be used by the complete solver).

**Algorithm 1** Probe construction

1: Initialize a vector \( L_d \) of distances (with infinite values)
2: Get \( P \) the best solution of the relaxed problem
3: for each node \( v_i \) of \( P \) do
4: \( L_d \leftarrow \) Run Dijkstra algorithm from \( v_i \)
5: \( L_d = \min(L_d, L_d') \) (value by value)
6: end for
7: Sort \( V \) using \( L_d \) order
8: return the newly-ordered \( V \) list

### 4.3. A Stochastic Relaxed Problem Solver

Instead of considering a blind shortest path to solve the relaxed problem, the proposed algorithm implements an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) search [12] that uses a similar model of the environment.

#### 4.3.1. The Ant Colony algorithm

ACO belongs to the family of swarm intelligence metaheuristics. It has been initially developed to solve TSP instances, and is more generally well defined for discrete and possibly dynamic problems. It spreads a population of ants through the state space and iteratively reuses collective memory to improve the search. Similarly to the notion of generations in Genetic Algorithms, ACO deploys a series of search cycles. During a cycle, each ant builds a solution thanks to a probability law using both a guiding heuristic and the collective memory information. The latter is defined as an edge weight that varies over time and represents the pheromone rate. In nature, ants disseminate this chemical substance to remind the path. The shorter the path, the sooner the path will be taken by other ants and consequently the higher the pheromone rate will be. In the ACO algorithm, the pheromone model is updated at the end of a cycle: solutions are compared and best ones are used to improve collective memory by reinforcing related edges.

Formally, an ant builds a path through the state space by electing iteratively the next vertex to take to reach the goal. To do so, it uses the following formula. For an ant \( k \) currently at vertex \( v \), the probability for choosing a reachable vertex \( v' \) as its next waypoint is given by formula (5).

\[
\forall(v, v') \in E, \; v' \in \omega^*(v), \; P_{v'}(k) = \frac{\tau_{v,v'}^{\alpha} \eta_{v,v'}^{\beta}}{\sum_{v'' \in \omega^*(v)} \tau_{v,v''}^{\alpha} \eta_{v,v''}^{\beta}} \quad (5)
\]

\( P_{v,v'} \) is a probability and thus belongs to \([0, 1]\). The \( \eta_{v,v'} \) parameter is the guiding heuristic, which is described below. The \( \tau_{v,v'} \) parameter is the pheromone edge weight to go from vertex \( v \) to vertex \( v' \). It represents the experience acquired during previous search cycles and tends to choose edges that belong to known good solutions. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are calibration variables that balance the importance given to \( \tau \) and \( \eta \) parameters. It has an impact on algorithm convergence, as a search with a strong \( \beta \) value will be very orientated but may not allow a correct space exploration and thus an unexpected better solution discovery. The pheromone model update is made using the following formula:

\[
\forall(v, v') \in E, \quad \tau_{v,v'}(c + 1) = \rho \tau_{v,v'}(c) + \Delta \tau_{v,v'} \quad (6)
\]

where \( \rho \) is the conservation factor (1 - \( \rho \) corresponds to the pheromone evaporation factor, in analogy with real ants). It allows decreasing pheromone weight over time to remove attraction from bad paths. \( \Delta \tau_{v,v'} \) equals to:

\[
\Delta \tau_{v,v'} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{L_{d,v}} & \text{if } (v, v') \text{ belongs to the local best solution} \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (7)
\]

where \( L_{d,v} \) is the length of the local best solution. Some improvements of the initial ACO algorithm can be made using [24, 25] but they are not discussed in this paper.

#### 4.3.2. Adaptation to the problem

In the original TSP implementation of ACO, initial ant positions are randomly defined. The guiding heuristic \( \eta_{v,v'} \) returns the distance inverse from the current point to \( v' \): the closer this point, the higher its probability to be selected.

In our implementation, ACO is not only used to solve the TSP-like problem (which is the sequence of mandatory points). It is also used to find the shortest path between each mandatory point. Consequently, the original guiding heuristic definition is not satisfactory as the shortest path between two points may be a long but straightforward edge instead of several small but derivating ones. That’s why a new definition has been given to \( \eta_{v,v'} \): it is henceforth the distance inverse to go from the candidate vertex \( v' \) to the goal. Thus, the algorithm will tend to choose the vertex that is the closest to the goal. In addition, all searches are starting either from the current point or from the final objective (the path is not a loop anymore).

The guiding heuristic orients the search towards the final goal, but mandatory waypoints may not be aligned with the start-goal axis. Thus the probability that a path contains all the mandatory waypoints is very low, and the search will have a poor success rate. To counter this problem, intermediate goals are iteratively elected during an ant search. Currently at point \( v_m \), the election probability of a \( v'_m \) point is made using formula (8).

\[
\forall v_m \in V_m, \quad P_{v'_m} = \frac{\eta_{v_m,v'_m} + D_{v'_m}}{\sum_{v'_m \in \omega^*(v_m)} \eta_{v_m,v'_m} + D_{v'_m}} \quad (8)
\]
4.3.3. Pseudocode of the algorithm

Algorithm 2 ACO algorithm
1: Initialize pheromone model
2: Set global best path $P_{GB}$ to null
3: for $c \leftarrow 1$ to $C$ do
4:   for each ant of the population do
5:     Run single ant search
6:   end for
7: Get local best solution $P_{LB}$ over all searches
8: if $P_{LB} \leq P_{GB}$ then
9:   $P_{GB} \leftarrow P_{LB}$
10: end if
11: Update pheromone model
12: end for
13: return the best solution $P_{GB}$

Algorithm 3 Run single ant search
1: Initialise path $P \leftarrow \{v_{start}\}$
2: Define the current position $v_{current} \leftarrow v_{start}$
3: Define $M$ the set of mandatory waypoints
4: while $M \neq \emptyset$ do
5:   Elect an intermediate goal $v_{goal}$ from $M$
6:   Remove $v_{goal}$ from $M$
7:   Reach objective $v_{goal}$
8: end while
9: Reach objective $v_{end}$
10: return $P$

Algorithm 4 Reach objective $v_{obj}$
1: while $v_{current} \neq v_{obj}$ do
2: Elect next waypoint $v_{next}$
3: Verify $v_{next}$ validity
4: Add $v_{next}$ to $P$
5: $v_{current} \leftarrow v_{next}$
6: end while
7: return

Algorithm 5 Elect next waypoint
1: Get the set $V'$ of $v_{current}$ neighbors
2: Compute probability for each $v' \in V'$
3: Elect the next waypoint $v_{next}$
4: return The next waypoint $v_{next}$

Algorithm 2 is the main instance, and returns the best path found. The input parameters are the graph $G$, the list of mandatory waypoints $M$, and the starting and ending nodes. At first, the pheromone model $P$ is created and initialized with constant values (that is, every edge is given a same weight). Then a loop is used to execute the $C$ search cycles. In this loop, a vector of length $N$ is created ($N$ being the number of ants), corresponding to the list of potential solutions built by ants. This vector is filled iteratively using a second loop that each time runs a single search. Once all searches are achieved, the best local solution $P_{LB}$ (i.e. the shortest one) is found, then compared to the current best solution $P_{GB}$ and saved if better. And before a new series of searches is done, $P$ is updated using the most interesting solutions locally found. The pheromone model update procedure is not detailed here but follows from formula (6) rules.

Algorithm 3 builds a single path and returns it (or may fail) as a candidate solution. A path is a list of vertices that can be reached two-two (it only contains the starting point at initialization). To ensure passing through all intermediate objectives, one is picked from $M$ using formula 8 and a single search (on line 7) is launched to reach it. As long as the $M$ list is not empty, a new intermediate goal is elected and the path is completed. Finally, a search is conducted to reach the final goal.

Algorithm 4 is a search that builds a path from the current point to a specified objective. To do so, the "ant" repeatedly chooses the next waypoint to pass through (on line 2). As the path may have taken a vertex that belongs to the $M$ list, a check is proceeded. Consequently, if there are $x$ mandatory waypoints in $M$, at most $x + 1$ single searches will be performed. Note that a search may fail if the ending node is expanded before all mandatory waypoints have been reached.

Algorithm 5 details operations done to choose a next waypoint. Firstly, the list of neighbors (accessible nodes) is built. Then, respective probabilities to be elected are computed using formula (5).

In the current implementation, $C$ and $N$ are constants and defined statically in a configuration file.

5. Results

This section focuses on the comparison of our hybrid approach with two other methods. The first one is only based on the complete solver (presented in section 4.1) without probing. We call it the reference algorithm in the following. The second method is the complete solver coupled with the probing mechanism that uses a basic shortest path algorithm (described in section 4.2). We simply call it the shortest path algorithm in the following.

5.1. Benchmarks

To make our comparison, the three methods are tested over three distinct benchmarks that correspond to real-world scenarios. They are representative of vehicle planning for modern peace-keeping missions, both in urban and open environments. The figure 5.1 gives an idea of problem complexity.

For each benchmark, five series of executions are done: between two series, a new mandatory waypoint is added (there are consequently 1 to 5 waypoints per series). For each series, ten distinct runs are led (distinct means that the couple $(start, end)$ changes).

5.2. ACO calibration

5.2.1. Discussion

There is no universal rule to parameterize the ACO algorithm. It depends on the problem, essentially in terms of graph size and
Above: table of benchmark characteristics (the number of edges is considered over the directed graph).
On the right: graph of benchmark 2. Various mandatory waypoints (gray nodes) can be imposed. Black circles represent possible starting or ending nodes.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Environment} & \text{Bench1} & \text{Bench2} \\
\hline
\text{Urban} & 23 & 22 \\
\hline
\text{Open} & 76 & 74 \\
\hline
\text{Variables} & 1944 & 1750 \\
\hline
\text{Constraints} & 1886 & 702 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

- \( N = 10; \)
- \( \alpha = 1; \)
- \( \beta = 5; \)
- \( \tau_{\text{init}} = 0.5; \)
- \( \rho = 0.9. \)

These values were set empirically after comparing performances on several tries.

5.3. Comparison criteria
The performance of a method is evaluated depending on several criteria:

- the time to find the optimal solution;
- the time to prove the optimality;
- the number of backtracks done by the branch & bound method;
- the memory space required.

Experiments have been run on a dual core CPU working at 2.53 GHz with 2 GB of memory. The results are presented below.

5.4. Results
5.4.1. Execution time
During the runs, execution time was limited to ten seconds. It corresponds to the upper limit of satisfiability: over this bound, it is considered as unacceptable. In the following, a "X" time value indicates a computation overrun.

The table in figure 5 brings the results in terms of execution time and backtracking. In the columns, the three algorithms are compared: REF is the reference algorithm, SPATH is the shortest-path-based algorithm, and ANTS is the ACO-based algorithm. For each method, the table presents:

- (a): the time needed to find the optimal solution respectively;
- (b): the time needed to prove optimality;
- (c): the number of backtracks needed to find the optimal solution.

For each, three values are given:

- \( \text{MIN} \): the minimal value over the ten runs;
- \( \text{MAX} \): the maximal value over the ten runs;
- \( \text{TOTAL} \): the total value over the ten runs (i.e. the sum of the value for each run).

For each, three values are given:

- \( \text{MIN} \): the minimal value over the ten runs;
- \( \text{MAX} \): the maximal value over the ten runs;
- \( \text{TOTAL} \): the total value over the ten runs (i.e. the sum of the value for each run).

If a series of runs contains at least one value that exceeds the ten seconds limit (i.e. is marked with a "X"), then the \( \text{TOTAL} \) value must not be considered as exact. It should be greater in real case because a run that failed finding a solution within the bound is saved as an execution time of ten seconds (it would normally be more). A series of runs is represented as a row. Far left is the number of the benchmark. Each benchmark is evaluated using

connectivity. The choice of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) can be decisive if there is a high risk for the search to follow a dead-end path. In this case, by privileging the \( \eta \) term (thus by setting \( \beta \) higher than \( \alpha \)), our research will have more chance to fail (or to find bad solutions) if it takes a path in direction to the objective but which does not lead to this one. An analogy can be made with A-star algorithm, whose worse case is a labyrinth in which the only way to reach the objective is opposite to the location’s direction. In the other cases, it can be judicious to take more consideration to \( \eta \) that can fastly lead to good solutions. The \( N \) parameter depends on the size of the problem. The larger the problem, the more the ant population (represented by \( N \)) should be important, as the number of possible solutions becomes high. The \( C \) parameter (number of search cycles) more particularly depends on the learning mechanisms. As we know, the quality of the research is a compromise between state space exploration and convergence speed. According to the chosen strategy, \( C \) should be slow if a fast convergence is wished (the reinforcing edge parameters should then evolve fastly), or high in the contrary (and reinforcing should be mild to maintain alternative paths).

5.2.2. Parameter values
For this test, we calibrated the ACO algorithm with the following parameters:

- \( C = 10; \)
| BENCH1 | REF | (a) | 16 | 7656 | 13000 | 28172 | 13057 | 93716 | 91319 | 1139 | 8828 | 1716 | 938 | 11640 | 659 |
|        |      | (b) | 2984 | x | 23594 | 422 | 1750 | 719 | 375 | 3360 | 659 |
|        |      | (c) | 0 | 422 | 1750 | 719 | 375 | 3360 | 659 |
|        | TOTAL |      | 28172 | 13000 | 28172 | 13057 | 93716 | 91319 | 1139 | 8828 | 1716 | 938 | 11640 | 659 |
| BENCH2 | MIN | 0 | 1453 | 0 | 32 | 328 | 20 | 62 | 250 | 0 |
|        | MAX | 5906 | x | 24320 | 453 | 2156 | 919 | 188 | 1734 | 180 |
|        | TOTAL | 16045 | 48016 | 52761 | 1500 | 10843 | 2478 | 1048 | 7719 | 454 |
| BENCH3 | MIN | 2547 | 7109 | 9363 | 0 | 359 | 1 | 63 | 532 | 0 |
|        | MAX | x | x | 30860 | 187 | 2313 | 6271 | 141 | 2969 | 72 |
|        | TOTAL | 71704 | 93687 | 208666 | 702 | 11719 | 6963 | 863 | 18641 | 82 |

Fig. 5. Benchmark results over a total of 450 runs.
Fig. 6. Maximum memory space required for a search (in MB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>SPATH</th>
<th>ANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BENCH1</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENCH2</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENCH3</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Graphs illustrating main results from data table.

Lastly, execution time is expressed in milliseconds. It is important to notice that these results were obtained using Prolog, that uses operating system function calls. Consequently, time values have a precision (or "delta") range of twenty to thirty millisecc-
5.4.2. Memory consumption

Table 6 summarizes the maximum space required over all runs of each algorithm, for the three benchmarks. As memory is freed between two searches, it is unnecessary to present the memory amount needed for each run. Units are in megabytes, and values are rounded to the nearest greater integer (ceil). Bold values are lowest values over the three algorithms.

5.5. Analysis

We do not focus on the number of backtracks, as the results are strongly correlated with solving time. Here we analyze the results in terms of execution time, whose values are identified by, (a) and (b) in the table of figure 5. To have a clearer view of these results, the figure 7 shows a series of graphs illustrating data from ALL rows of the table in figure 5.

Graph 1 shows the minimal execution time needed to find the optimal solution. As we can see, REF and SPATH may find optimal solutions very fastly, whereas ANTS takes more time. It corresponds to the overhead, that is the execution time needed to run ACO searches. Graphs 3 and 5 show the maximal and total execution times needed to find the optimal solution. The latter allows to get an average execution time information (by dividing the total value by fifty, which is the number of runs considered). The first finding is that probing methods are very efficient on benchmarks 1 and 2, whereas the reference method (without probing) is not. The latter even exceeds several times the ten seconds execution time limit, that means it did not find the best solution within this bound. The second finding is that SPATH and ANTS methods are almost equally effective over the benchmarks 1 and 2. However, one can see that SPATH is very inefficient on benchmark 3. It even has lower efficiency than the reference method. It is due to the fact that mandatory waypoint locations were quite distant from the start-goal axis. ANTS is approximately two times faster than SPATH on this benchmark. As the overhead of ANTS is around 70 ms (3500 ms over 50 runs), the investment is about 5% of total SPATH computation time and the gain is about 50%. As a first conclusion, over these three benchmarks, the ACO-based method is proven to be more efficient as it finds the best solution faster than the two other methods. It is more stable as it adapts to various problems without excessive performance variations.

Graphs 2, 4 and 6 respectively show minimal, maximal and total execution time needed to find the best solution and to prove its optimality. Surprisingly, results are quite different from previously. REF algorithm is still very inefficient over benchmark 1. Over benchmark 2, REF is not so inefficient as the total (and consequently the average) execution time remains correct. In fact, the problem is due to the failure of a search in the series with 2 mandatory waypoints (see in table 5). The reference algorithm even reveals to be very efficient in benchmark 3 and outperforms both SPATH and ANTS! In addition, SPATH is more efficient than ANTS: in terms of total computation time, it spends 39% less time over benchmark 2, and 21% less time over benchmarks 1 and 3. This has to be tempered by the fact that ANTS needs more precomputation time, which leads results of the same order. But the conclusion is that ANTS does not allow to prove the solution faster.

In terms of memory consumption (see table of figure 6), ANTS algorithm reveals to have the best performances over the three approaches, for each benchmark.

6. Conclusion

We presented a hybrid approach that mixes an exact solving method guided by a metaheuristic. The latter uses a stochastic ACO algorithm to solve a relaxed version of the problem to order the variables. This pre-processing step allows the backtracking method of the complete solver to select the most promising variables first. We focused our attention on the adaptation of ACO to this problem and compared it to a deterministic implementation on small problem instances.

Through three realistic series of benchmarks, we showed that the ACO-based approach is as fast as using a brute-force shortest path on easy problems, despite the computation overhead. On most complex cases (when mandatory waypoints are distant from the start-end axis), we recorded a gain of 50% on average computation time, for 5% of extra pre-processing time. Our approach is consequently more stable and could easily solve bigger problem instances while it would rapidly become intractable for the deterministic approach. The ACO-based algorithm also revealed better memory consumption performances, which is very interesting in terms of on-line applications. Additionally, it could have interesting properties in terms of replanning capabilities. However, we also found that the method does not allow to prove optimality faster than the deterministic method.
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